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10 Write short notes on:
(i) Band Pass randonl process. (ii) Band lirrited randorl process
(iii) Narrou'band landom process.
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(Answer all Irivc Units 5 x 12 :60 Marks)

Define axioms of probability. Also define probability as a relative frequency.
When two dice are tlrrown, determine the probabilities from axiom3 for the following three
events
i) A: {sLrm:7} ii) B: { B< sunr<l I } iii) C:{ l0<sum}

OR
Define a Random variable? Explain about probability distribution function with properties?
(b) let X be a continuous random variable with density function

fro)=[;.0' o<x<6
( o, otherwise

i) Find the value of 'k' ii) find P(2<x<5)

Explain about Joint distribLrtion & density function? And discuss its properties?
lf the joint Pdf of two dirnensional randorn variable (x, y) is given by:
fx.v(x,y) : kxy ; 0<x<y<l

: 0 ; otherwise
Find the 'k' value and rnarginal density function of X and Y.

OR
Discuss about the Sum of Two Random Variables?
Statistically independent random variables X and Y have densities

fr(x) : Sp(x)e-'*, fr(y) = Zp(y)e-2v. Find the density of the surn w: X*Y

Explain about first order, second, wide-sense and strict sense stationary process.

OR
Explain about mean-ergodic process.
If x (t) is a stationary random process having auto correlation function:
R*rG): 9 * 2r-lrl. Find the mean and variance of the random variable.

Max. Marks: 60

12M

State and prove Wiener -Khintchins relations

OR
a Discuss the properties of CPSD?.

b The auto correlation of a WSS random process X(t) is given by RrrG) = Acos(aor)
where A and @s art- constants. Find PSD?.

t2},{

a Derive the relation between PSDs of inpLrt and output random process of an LTI system. 6M
b Discr"rss about cross correlation between the input X (t) and output Y (t). 6M

OR
12n4


